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1 Introduction

Every year an increasing number of amino acid sequences of proteins are being solved by genome sequencing

techniques. As a result, it is becoming increasingly important to rapidly compare a newly determined amino acid
sequence with a huge number of other sequences. The dynamic programming algorithm(Needlman & Wunsch

[8]) is available for comparing two sequences automatically. In this algorithm, sequences are aligned by inserting
gaps to maximize a similarity score which is calculated by means of a similarity matrix such as the Dayho�
matrix (Dayho� et al.[2]). Although pairwise alignment has been widely used in sequence comparison, distantly

related proteins often display ambiguous relationships that cannot be detected by automatic pairwise alignment
algorithms. Such relationships can be detected by using simultaneous comparison of more than two sequences.

A number of automated algorithms to align multiple sequences have been proposed so far. These algorithms
might be classi�ed into two categories: tree-based algorithms with the use of dynamic programing including
iterative progress methods (for example, Ishikawa et al.[4]) and simulated annealing methods (for example,

Kim et al.[6]). Simulated annealing is a good heuristic method to solve combinatorial optimization problems
(Kirkpatrick et al.[7]). Recently, a genetic algorithm has been used in computational molecular biology as a

powerful combinatorial optimizer. Ishikawa et al. ([5]) applied a genetic algorithm to the multiple sequence
alignment problem in combination with dynamic programing.

A simple genetic algorithm (Goldberg [3]) employs the "chromosomal" representation of possible solutions to
a given problem - a population of random strings of 1's and 0's. Genetic operations, such as selection, crossover
and mutation, are applied to the population of bit strings to create a new population of bit strings.

In this paper, we propose an approach to sequence alignment problems employing the simple genetic algo-
rithm. We will demonstrate the applicability of the implementation to the pairwise sequence alignment. Our

implementation is quite simple and is naturally extended to multiple alignment problems.

2 Method

We employed Goldberg's ([3]) simple genetic algorithm in our implementation. A population of possible align-
ments is described with a set of bit matrices of which the elements are strictly 1 or 0. A sequence, including

gaps, in an alignment is represented as a bit string. In this bit string, '1' indicates the position of a gap, with
the total number of '0's being exactly the length of the sequence. Any alignment is described by a matrix,

which is a vertical arrangement of the bit strings.
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A random population of bit matrices is initialized at the beginning of the genetic algorithm run. A next
population is obtained by applying the three genetic operations: selection, crossover and mutation. The selec-

tion operator is applied in order to choose matrices for the next generation from the matrices in the current
population, where the selection probability of each individual is proportional to the similarity score. Next, the

crossover operator is used to obtain a partial exchange of the information between two parent matrices. Then,
the mutation operator is applied to each bit matrix in the new population.

The crossover operator is a key operator in the genetic algorithm. We applied the standard one-point

crossover operator (Goldberg [3]), except for gap treatment in each bit string in the matrix. This is done by
generating a random crossover point in the range of values from 1 to the shortest length of the sequences, instead

of the bit string length. The crossover point in each sequence is counted from the beginning of each component
bit string excluding any gaps.

By means of genetic operators, a new population of bit matrices is generated from the previous population.

This process is repeated many times to obtain optimized alignment.

3 Evaluations

At �rst, we generated arti�cal sequences randomly. The amino acid composition of these random sequences was

adapted to the composition for the complete databank of SWISS-PROT (Bairoch & Boeckmann [1]) release 30.
In order to evaluate the e�ciency of the genetic algorithm and to obtain optimal genetic algorithm parame-

ters, we aligned a random sequence against itself, with the set of parameters being varied systematically. When

a random sequence, which consists of 50 residues, was self-aligned, we succeeded to �nd optimal values of the
genetic algorithm parameters, such as population size, maximum iteration number and mutation rate.

Our current research directions are, (i) to optimize genetic algorithm parameters for longer sequence align-
ment, (ii) to speed up genetic algorithm runs and (iii) to extend our implementation toward multiple sequence
alignment.
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